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EKSA E7000 gaming headphones
EKSA E7000 gaming headphones feature an ergonomic design with an original werewolf motif  and LED backlighting. Comfortable, soft
earcups allow long-lasting use, and the adjustable microphone with noise-canceling function eliminates unnecessary noise, ensuring that
you  can  communicate  comfortably  during  games.  The  50mm  drivers  provide  high-end  sound,  and  the  stereo  bass  sound  further
enhances the listening experience.
 
Immersive experience
Delight in clear sound and hear even more from EKSA. With advanced audio decoding technology, you can experience clearer and more
precise  sound,  transporting  you  deep  into  the  action  and  feeling  like  the  hero  of  your  favorite  game.  Spatial  localization  technology
makes every step, shot and engine sound come to life, providing a unique sense of immersion. Meanwhile, the use of high-quality 50mm
drivers has resulted in a phenomenal listening experience.
 
Noise-canceling microphone
The E7000 features a cardioid microphone that swivels 120° - so you can easily adjust its position to suit your current needs. Thanks to
the noise cancellation function, it effectively suppresses up to 95% of background noise, ensuring clear and crisp conversations during
gameplay. As a result, unnecessary noise won't distract you and you'll be fully focused on the game.
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Wide compatibility
Whether  you  play  games  on  a  desktop  computer,  laptop,  PS4/PS5,  Xbox  or  Switch,  EKSA's  headphones  will  work  perfectly  in  any
situation.  Simply connect them to the device of  your choice with a 3.5mm jack cable and start  playing.  Forget about having to install
additional drivers. 
 
Ergonomic design
EKSA  headphones  are  designed  for  maximum  comfort.  The  large  and  soft  25  mm  thick  ear  cups  fit  perfectly  over  the  ears  without
causing  pressure.  The  ergonomic  design  tilts  at  4.3°  for  a  perfect  fit  to  the  shape  of  your  head,  and  the  headband  allows  3  cm  of
adjustment, so you can tailor the E7000 to your preferences.
 
Original design and LED backlighting
With a unique werewolf motif and striking green LED backlighting, the headphones combine stylish elements with functionality to provide
you with an immersive gaming experience. To enjoy the futuristic design that the backlighting provides, simply use the USB cable.
 
Included:
Headphones
Audio splitter
User manual
	Manufacturer
	EKSA
	Model
	E7000
	Interface type
	3.5 mm USB
	Speaker diameter
	50 mm
	Frequency
	20Hz-20kHz
	Rated input power
	10mW
	Maximum input power
	20mW
	Sensitivity
	106dB±3dB
	Impedance
	32Ω±15%
	Operating temperature
	from -10°C to 55℃
	Dimensions
	200 x 95 x 214.5 mm
	Weight
	295 g

Preço:

€ 16.49
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Jogos, Headphones
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